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ABSTRACT

We present theoretical investigations of fluctuations of hot electrons in submicron active
regions, where the dimension 2 d of the region is comparable to the electron energy relaxation length
L t . The new physical phenomenon is reported: the fluctuations depend on the sample thickness,
with 2d < L, a suppression of fluctuations arises in the range of fluctuation frequencies id < T~',
T( is the electron energy relaxation time.
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The latest achievements in modern semiconductor technology

have made possible the investigations of submicron structures with

different thicknesses and properties of conducting channels, their

interfaces, etc. The main attention in studing of such structures

is usually given to the quantum phenomena. Among them the quantum

eize effects take up of particular place [1]. These cause the

lowering of the electron gas dimensionality, i.e. formation of 2D,

ID, and OD electron systems. Under these conditions the electron

transport shows the set of new behaviows. In particular, the

ballistic regimeof the transport is characteristic for number

microstructureB. Very recently the noise problem was started to be

studied under these conditions and it was found that the excess current

noise can be sufficiently suppressed. as for ballistic, as for

diffusive quantum transport [2,3]. Such effects take place, in

general, at low temperatures. With increasing of temperature, the

quantum effects vanish, because the phonon scattering prohibits

longe range coherence, arising from the wave nature of electrons.

The carrier motion can be described in the terms of particle

dynamics. However, quality and physical dimensions

of active layers are such that the kinetic lengths characterizing

nonequilibrium transport processes still remain comparable to or

exceed these dimensions. In this way using the submicron

structures, we are coming with increasing of temperature intc the

region of classic size effects.

The classic size effects have been extensively investigated

for metal and semiconductor films [4]. A set of such effects have
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been found and studied at low and high electric and magnetic

fields for different characteristic kinetic lengths. Some of them

have resulted in the improvement of conductive layers

characteristics in comparison with those of the bulk samples.

The progress of modern eubnicron technology enables to

investigate the size effects at a qualitatively new level in order

to deepen understanding of the physical processes and to control

the electrophyeical characteristics of semiconductor structures.

One of such possibilities of substantial aiteration and control of

fluctuation processes under size effect conditions is discussed in

this paper. We will demonstrate the new phenomenon of limitation

of hot electron fluctuations and suppression of current noise.

The previous kinetic theories of hot electron fluctuations

have been developed without taking into account the influence of

the crystal boundaries [5]. In this case all statistical average

characteristics of the electron gas are spatially homogeneous and

only volume stochastic sources of fluctuations are essential. The

works on the theory of hot electron fluctuations taking into con-

sideration the influence of crystal boundaries are absent, practi-

cally, in the literature [6]. This point wae mentioned recently in

[7].

In this paper, for the first time, the fluctuations of

spatially inhomogeneous hot electron gas are theoretically

investigated under size effect related with the characteristic

length of tha electron energy relaxation [8]. We consider the sample

of a Bmall extent with the thickness of 2d in the y-direction (the

smallest extent), which is comparable to characteristic diffusion

characteristic time of electron energy relaxation. External d.c.

electric field E is applied in the x-direction. All kinetic

parameters of electron transport considered here are supposed to

depend only on y-co-ordinate. The electron gas remains homogeneous

in the xz plane independently on the heating- We study the

situation typical for hot electron plasma

lp,lD 2d,L£

where 1 , 1 are characteristic momentum relaxation time and

is the time of electron-electron collisions, 1^ islength,

Debye length.

FirBt, we discuss the results of the stationary problem. If

the criteria (1) are satisfied, the electron energy E distribution

function FQfe,T) has a Maxwellian form: FQ(£,T> ~ exp(-£/k T(y))

with electron temperature T depending on y (kQ is Boltzmanne

constant). The electron temperature is determined by the energy

balance equation
An

n2
dq

P(T) = 0 (2)

where q is the density of transverse electron energy flow, 0{T)

is the electron conductivity, P(T) ie the electron energy loss

rate due to lattice scattering. The internal transverse electric

field that arises under the Bample geometry considered is to be

found from Maxwell's equations

rot E = 0, div J = 0. (3)

This yields Ey = -JdD(T Vdyj/JKT), where {Id) is the electron

mobility. The boundary conditions to Eq{2) have the form

q (y=±d) = ± n CI^-TQ) S± , (4)

where n ie the carrier density being constant over the sample

(as 1D € 2d ), T and S are the temperature and the electron

energy relaxation rate at the lateral surfaces, respectively



(y=±d), To is lattice temperature. For strong electron energy

surface scattering E<a.(4) reduces to

> * D/L£ . (5)

The solution of nonlinear differential Eq.{2) can be

expressed in the form of quadrature that allows us to calculate

the steady state electric current density j = enJi(T)E <e is

X A.

the electron charge). The spatially averaged current density is

d

-d

and current density-field characteristics in the limiting case

(5) are determined parametrically by

I = I
0

dX dt

where % - T/T,0 and

i 1

Xr, = Xl.v-0) is the maximum of electron

temperature in the sample for fixed E^, = d/L£. KQ = k 0 0

is a function depending on scattering mechanisms. For

example, we can assume, as well as in [8], that the electron

momentum scatters by acoustical phonons and electron energy

scattering is due to nonpolar optical phonons (quasi-elastic

scattering). Then for the function one can obtain: <t{\) -

is a

relative electron temperature in the infinite sample. For this

case in the bulk samples, 2d/L£> 1, the current density at high

electric fieldB is saturated: .j - j = enD(Tn)/L Analogues

analytical consideration is done for any other (quasi-elastic)

mechanisms of scattering of electrons.

Below we will illustrate our conclusions by numerical results

for three differe.-nt mechanisms of energy scattering:

a), energy scattering by optical phonone;

b). energy scattering by acoustical phonone;

c). energy scattering by both optical and acoustical phonons

for the caee when both contributions are equal under E=0.

For all of these cases it is possible to introduce the

electron energy relaxation length L£ and to express the

characteristic electric fields E through it. Of course, the

values L_, E and function $(T) from (7\ are different for each

of mechanisms of scattering. But we are able to calculate the

characteristic of the electron transport for different 5 as

function of the dimensionlese ratio E/E .
o

Typical current-voltage {I-Vl results obtained from formulae

(7) by numerical calculation are shown in Fig.l.a for the case

ti mechanism scattering a)-c) and for several values of i5Q . The

curves clearly show strong dependence of current density on sample

thickness, if 2d < Iv.. With decreasing thickness, the effect of

current density saturation is shifted to the region of higher

electric field because of cooling of hot electrons at the sample

surfaces. The latter is illustrated by Fig.2.a where dependence of

electron temperature in the centre of the sample (y-01 on electric

field are given for different thicknesses £L. One can see the

electron heating in narrow sample is suppressed as many,as one

order of magnitude.

Due to this 'cooling' effect, I-V characteristics turn into

the linear regime in the range of the electric fields under

consideration. The similar conclusions are obtained for other

mechanisms of the electron scattering. In Fig.l.b.c and Fig.2.b.c

the current and the electron temperature T(y=0) are shown for two
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other mechanisms of energy scattering- b) and c).

From these results one can see that the limitation of the

electron heating and the increasing of the total current are

achieved under size effect conditions.

Next we consider the fluctuations of the hot electrons in the

small size sample supposing that the criteria (1) are satisfied.

The problem considered has the following peculiarities:(i) the

internal transverse in the y-direction d.c. and a.c. (fluctuative)

electric fields arise in the sample; (iil the fluctuations under

the size effect are space-dependent; ( ill) there are the

additional surface sources of fluctuations beBides of the volume

ones. These peculiarities are taken into account in this paper.

The Boltzman-Langevin kinetic equation for the Fourier

trasform of fluctuation of one-particle distribution function

-iU) + V ~W + eE<y) =to ]<
e0E(y,(j})

P i-pi rv'-"1 *

:th

( 8 1

where V and p are the electron velocity and momentum, I ie the

integral operator of electron interaction with thermal bath.

• t o ••• the linearized electron-electron collision operator,F

is the nonequilibrium steady state distribution function, 3C (y.W)

is the stochastic microscopic force with the known correlation

properties C5,9-UJ. B(y> = i E . E Cy Koi, $E{y,b)) = <0,5E (y,ii)),ok
^ x y j ^ y j

Considering 6F as a sum of symmetric SF and antisymmetric
P P

CF parts and taking into account the criteria (1). one can

obtain for 5F(0)

6F(0)(y,W) =
p

6T(y,G)> (9)

The function 5F can be easily expressed via 6F from Eq.{8),

The electron temperature fluctuation 5T(y,0)) can be found

from condition of solvable of Eq.(8), i.e. the heat transfer

equation that follows from Eq.(8):

g—

R = 0 - d(OT5/2)/dT

rt T1/2
(1,.)

Here I, Q and U are the random Langevin's sources of fluctuations

of current density, energy flow density, and average electron

energy, respectively. Their correlation relations have been found

in [9-11]. The fluctuational energy density flow Cq (y,U) ie given by

• R ,(y,on. ( 11)

The field fluctuation 6E (y,W) hae to be found from the

condition of vanishing the transverse fluctuative current density:

(y,U) = 0. The boundary conditions for Eg.(10) are,i (

6q ,[<T-T0)sml} (12)

Spectral density of surface sources of electron energy

fluctuations u(W) can be expressed in terms of the surface

energy relaxation velocities S*: (uu)* = (4dnTQT
±/<)r )S*. f is the

cample volume.

Here we focus our attention to the low-frequency limit

Wtg « 1. Hence, the first term in the left-hand side of Eq.(lO)

can be neglected, after that we can successfully apply Eg.(2) to

find .>T. The solution of the equation with random source function

(10) can be found in general form by applying the following



procedure. Obviously, the first particular solution of the uniform

equation 6 ^ = 0 is OT^y.dn = const(dT<y )/dy), where T(y) is the

solution of the stationary problem (2)-(A). The second particular

solution, OTVy.Q)). can be expressed through the 5TX as:
y y'

dy" ] / (ST^2] dy' . (13)

-d

Now. the general solution of Eq.dOl can be constructed using

two particular solutions in the form

y
ff r f 6T9 [ f5Tj 1

(5T{y,U) = -sMST, — dy' — 6T? dy f .
2n | 1 J D m A 2 j D(T) A J

(14)

where

(15)

The integration constants C^.g a r e determined from the boundary

conditions. For the case of (5) these conditions are: (i5T) = 0.

Thus, the expressions (13)-(15) yield an exact solution of the

fluctuation problem and allow us to calculate all characteristics

for hot inhomogeneous electron gae.

Let UB consider the spectral density of fluctuations {SDF)

of the electron temperature (6T6T)U and current density (^J^jj^u

as functions of the field Ex and the sample thickneee d. In

Figs.(3-7) for several sample thicknesses and different mechanisms

of scattering, we show the results of numerical calculations of SDF

field dependences which were carried out on the basis of the

expressions (13)-(15) for several sample thicknesses. The SDF

calculations were performed with the same assumptions for electron

momentum and energy relaxation mechanisms as for the stationary

problem ( see Figs.1,2). The Figs.3.a-c show the field dependence

of the SDF for electron temperature calculated for the center

plane (y=Q) of the sample. It is evident the decreasing of the

electron temperature fluctuations in the case when the else effect

is essential for any mechanisms of scattering, the SDF of the

temperature is suppressed more than 30 times comparing with bulk

specimen. One can see also another non-trivial behavior of the SDF

at E=0: for restricted geometry of the sample in low-frequency

region the SDF is decreased. That means this size effect holds for

the electron temperature fluctuations even at zero field

conditions, because of the diffusion of the fluctuations toward

the sample Eurfacea and fact relaxation on them.

The Figs. 4.a,b illustrate the behavior of the SDF for the

electron temperature averaged over thickens of the sample.

Matching the Fig. 3 and 4 one can see that the averaged value

of the SDF are smaller then one at y=0.

The explicit expressions for the SDF of current density can

be immediately obtained using the formula

+ el (y,U) . (16)

The low-frequency limit of the SDF of current density is thus

expressible in terms of M- T. and Tfl only. For comparison, we also

show the results for the infinite sample which correspond to the

dashed curves in Figs. In Figs.5.a,b we present the results of

calculation of the SDF for the total current flowing trough the

specimen. As is apparent from the figures, the low-frequency

fluctuations of hot electrons in size restricted semiconductors

have to display nontrivial behavior if their thickness becomes

comparable or lees then Lc. The most interesting result here

obtained is the significant suppression of hot electron

10
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fluctuations. As a consequence, the suppression of fluctuations

gives rise to the increase of signal-noise ratio

= ,1 /&diY(Si Pj ) .In the bulk samples at high electric

fields current density is saturated (j -d ) and (0\i Si )..

Then 6 . i.e.the signal-noise ratio decreases with

~ Ex' will be

increasing of E . For thin crystals. 2d/L * 1. Ohm'B law, j ~ E .
X C- Jt X

takes place in high electric fields and suppression of

fluctuations is realized at the same time. As a result the

enhancement of signal-noise ratio parameter

attained. The results of calculation of the signal -to noise

ratio shown on figs. 6-a,b. One can see that for both

presented cases,the signal to noise ratio is improved as many as

two-four times. These results can be very important for

applications. In Fig.7.a,b,c we alBO present the SDF of the

transverse current, S. (i.e.current in z direction).In all

considered cases the SDF decreases with decreasing of d and

reaches ite equilibrium value in the limit d •* 0. The difference

in the behavior of S . and S \ as well as the nonmonotonic

3 0

dependence of S. on d with fixed E (at high electric field

region), result from the contribution of convective noiBe.

Note that the presence of additional energy loss mechanisms

at the sample surfaces does not lead to decreasing of integral

intensity of fluctuations (integrated over all frequencies). Only

the redistribution of fluctuations occurs over the spectrum

frequencies,i.e. the decreasing for low frequencies and increasing

in the range of d) w D/(2d) (Analogous feature was recently found

for the fluctuations under Fuchs-Shriffer effects [12]).

The suppression of low-freguency fluctuations of the hot

electrons can be observed experimentally under the same conditions

11

as the stationary size effect. According to [8] in n-Si the following

4 2
w 10 cm /V sec

14 *̂ 3
values of parameters ere suitable: n=10 cm

S* >,. 10 6 cm/sec, 2d < L £ s= 2-10~
4cm with T Q « 77 K and E^ =s

(l-4)10J V/cm. The modern semiconductor technology makes it

possible t-o fabricate the layers with controlled interface

properties and to provide additional intensive loss of electron

energy within interface. Besides the hot electron fluctuations

there exists contribution to the current noise from other

relaxation processes: generation-recombination and intervalley

transitions, etc. The estimates show that under above

semiconductor parameters the main contribution results from the
9

:iot electron fluctuations in the range of frequences Q) > 10 Hz.

Thus, the noise measurements for submicron semiconductor laysrs in

this frequency range are to demonstrate the effect of noise

suppression as the most pronounced.

In summary, we have shown that fluctuation features of noneq-

uilibrium electron gas in submicron semiconductor structures are

drastically different from the ones for infinite crystals. This

takes place under conditions of the classic size effects related

with appropriate characteristic kinetic lengths.The electron tran-

sport and intensity of the fluctuations depend on the sample thick-

ness and the surface relaxation processes. In particularly. Ohm's

law, limitation and suppression of fluctuations occur in high

electric fie Ids.These results indicate the way to control current

noise characteristics of the hot electrons in submicron

semiconductor layers.
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FlG.i.a-c. Current density - voltage characteristics for

different crystal thicknesses. The dashed line shows the current

density saturated regime for a bulk sample. a),bl,c) correspond to

the energy scattering mechanisms foregoing in the text.

FIG.2.a-c. The electron temperature at the centre of the

sample vs electric field for several thicknesses. •

FIG.3.a-c. Spectral density of electron temperature fluctuations

ve electric field for different crystal thicknesses at the centre

of the sample. S-,(fi).E ) = r0T6T).,rE >/<6TST)®<0> , where (I5TST)"(01

is spectral density of equilibrium fluctuations of electron

temperature in a bulk sample.

FIG.4.a.b. Spectral density of the electron temperature

fluctuations averaged over sample vs electric fiej.d.

FIG.5.a.b. Field dependences of transverse (a) and longitudinal (b)

spectral densities of current density fluctuations for different

crystal thicknesses. s'fU.E ) = (5.} Gi ) (E }/(<5j 6j ».°?{0), where

(6^6,1^)^(0) is spectral density of equilibrium fluctuations of

current density in a bulk sample.

FIG.6.a.b. Signal to noise ratio vs electric field under the size

effect.

FIG.7.a-c. Field dependence of the spectral density fluctuations

of the transverse current in 2-direction.
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Fig.7a
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Spectral Density, SJ(CJ,E)

Fig.7b
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Spectral Density, Sj(w,E)

Fig.7c
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